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Abstract

The exact knowledge of the geometric acquisition parameters directly influences the quality of a tomographic reconstruction.

Most calibration procedures use calibration phantoms that consist of metal beads arranged in a specific order. If the exact posi-

tions of the metal beads are to be sufficiently known, the production of such calibration phantoms can become very expensive.

To avoid this problem, we propose a method that uses single plastic bricks (e.g. LEGO bricks) as calibration phantom. Based

on a CAD model, projections with given acquisition parameters are simulated and then compared to the real projection using a

metric. The objective of our research is to evaluate which metrics are best suited for the comparison of such projections. The

results of applying two metrics on simulated and real data are presented.
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1 Motivation

The precise knowledge of the geometric acquisition parameters directly influences the quality of a tomographic reconstruction.

It is important to calibrate the computed tomography (CT) system to ensure that the position and orientation of the source and

detector are accurately known at any given time. Most calibration procedures use phantoms consisting of metal beads placed in

a particular order. If the exact position of the metal beads are to be accurately known, it can become very expensive to produce

such calibration phantoms. To avoid this problem, we propose a method that uses single plastic bricks (e.g. LEGO bricks) as

calibration phantoms. Furthermore, LEGO bricks are cheap, easy to obtain and the corresponding CAD-Data (computer-aided

design) is often available online. With the brick we are attempting to improve the geometric acquisition parameters of an already

calibrated CT system.

2 Methodology

The approach we propose is to compare a X-ray image with a simulated projection and thus evaluate our system’s acquisition

parameters. The high manufacturing accuracy of a LEGO brick with a maximum tolerance of 10 µm [1, 2] offers the possibility

to compare a real projection with a simulated projection.

2.1 Local Calibration

We assume the CT system is calibrated relatively well (with a deviation of a few millimeters [3]) and therefore only needs minor

adjustments. Therefore, the system’s acquisition parameters are used together with the exact description of a LEGO brick to

simulate a projection using a ray-tracer. The real and simulated projections are compared with each other and their similarity

is determined by a metric. It is hypothesized that the geometric parameters having the highest similarity represent the true

acquisition parameters. This calibration can be written as a minimization problem

p∗ = argmin
p∈R9

d

(
IM, IS

(
T̃S(p), T̃D(p)

))
.

Here p ∈ R
9 is the modification of the acquisition parameters and T̃S(p), T̃D(p) ∈ R

4×4 are the altered geometric acquisition

parameters of source and detector expressed by an affine transformation matrix. The metric d(·, ·) compares the measured

projection IM and simulated projection IS.

2.2 Used LEGO brick

LEGO bricks are widespread, easily accessible and relatively inexpensive. According to the manufacturer, the mould of the

bricks have an accuracy of up to 5 µm [4]. The publications [1] and [2] measured an accuracy of the bricks of up to 10 µm. Due

to this manufacturing accuracy, we assume the calibration can be performed with the help of a LEGO brick. In total there are

more than 3400 brick shapes [4].

Bricks used with the proposed method should have the following properties:
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• Easily available

• X-ray projections from two opposing directions differ

• CAD model is available

The 2x2 cornerstone (item no. 2357) fulfills these properties and is therefore used in our work (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: CAD model of the brick (item no. 2357) used for local calibration.

2.3 Metrics

Due to space constraints only two metrics for the comparison of projections are discussed in the paper, on the one hand the

Manhattan metric and on the other the Nabla Histogram of Oriented Gradients (∇HOG) metric. The Manhattan metric is defined

as the sum of the absolute differences between the pixels of two projections. A detailed description of the ∇HOG is described in

[5]. The idea of ∇HOG is similar to the regular histogram of oriented gradients [6]. First, the gradient is determined in vertical

and horizontal direction. From this, angles and lengths of the gradients are determined. For the ∇HOG the histogram calculation

is omitted and orientation filters are applied to the angle image instead. Using the result, the length images and a bilinear filter a

feature vector is calculated. To compare two projections, the feature vectors are determined, they are normalized and the scalar

product is calculated, which yields theirs similarity to each other.

3 Results

In order to evaluate the proposed calibration method, projections with 1008×1008 pixels and a pixel pitch of 400 µm were sim-

ulated. The source to object distance was set to 81.6 mm and the object to detector distance to 648.3 mm. Furthermore Poisson

distributed noise was added to the projections. In Figure 2 and 3 the results for the above mentioned metrics are shown. In each

sub-figure two of the nine geometric acquisition parameters were modified and the metrics evaluated. The values are color-coded

and plotted as a heatmap. It is expected that the minimum value would be at a modification of (0,0), as the acquisition parameters

are known from the simulation. Figure 2 indicates that the minima of the Manhattan metric are not always at (0,0), whereas

Figure 3 shows that all minima are at a modification of (0,0). It is noteworthy that both figures show that the modification of

different geometric parameters have varying influences on the metric.
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Figure 2: Results of the Manhattan metric for a simulated projection with added noise. A black cross indicates the minimum

value in the image. The x-axis represents the horizontal axis, the y-axis the normal axis, and the z-axis the vertical axis of the

detector.
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Figure 3: Results of the ∇HOG metric for a simulated projection with added noise. A black cross indicates the minimum value

in the image. The x-axis represents the horizontal axis, the y-axis the normal axis, and the z-axis the vertical axis of the detector.

The Manhattan metric already provides wrong minima for noisy simulated projections, so in the following only the ∇HOG metric

will be considered. The ∇HOG metric is evaluated on five measured circular CT data sets of the brick. The detector had a size of

2016× 2016 pixels and a pixel pitch of 200 µm. In the measurements, the magnification factor was changed and an intentional

horizontal shift was applied to the detector. The exact values can be found in Table 1.

Distance

Source - Brick

Distance

Source - Detector

Horizontal

detector shift

A1 69.4940 mm 699.9590 mm 0 mm

A2 139.4941 mm 699.9600 mm 0 mm

A3 139.4880 mm 699.9570 mm 1 mm

A4 139.4870 mm 699.9560 mm 2 mm

A5 279.4810 mm 699.9610 mm 0 mm

Table 1: Parameters of the measurements A1 to A5.

To ensure that the geometric acquisition parameters determined by the CT system match the simulation, the CAD model has to be

aligned to the initial reconstruction of the LEGO brick. This registration is supposed to be possible due to the initial calibration

(mentioned in chapter 2.1) of the CT system. Due to noise in the real images, local calibration on a single projection of the
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trajectory provides unsatisfactory results. Therefore the results were averaged over the entire trajectory. In addition, in both the

measured and the simulated projections, the metric was not evaluated above a certain pixel height in order to avoid including

the projection of the manipulator (see Figure 5). The results on the data sets A1 to A5 are shown in Figure 4, where only the

horizontal and vertical shifts of the detector are plotted. For data sets A1, A2 and A5, the minimum is expected to be at (0,0) µm

and for data sets A3 and A4 at (1000,0) µm and (2000,0) µm respectively.

(a) Result of the ∇HOG metric for A1. (b) Result of the ∇HOG metric for A2.

(c) Result of the ∇HOG metric for A3. (d) Result of the ∇HOG metric for A4.

(e) Result of the ∇HOG metric for A5.

Figure 4: Result of the ∇HOG metric averaged over all projections of the trajectory of a real data set. The x-axis represents the

horizontal axis, the y-axis the normal axis, and the z-axis the vertical axis of the detector.

For the data sets A2 to A5 it can be seen that the expected horizontal shift of the detector can be determined correctly. Furthermore,

the vertical shift evaluates to −400 µm and −200 µm. For A1 the minimum is determined at a shift of (200,−800) µm. The values

of the minima are similar for the data-sets A2, A3 and A5. The values for A1 and A5 differ.
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Figure 5: The red line indicates the pixel from which the metric is no longer evaluated for the real and simulated projection.

4 Discussion

For simulated data we demonstrated that it is possible to perform a local calibration with the ∇HOG metric. It was also shown

that the Manhattan metric is not suited for that procedure. For measured data averaged over all projections of a trajectory it was

demonstrated that the local calibration can be used to determine a horizontal detector shift. For the difference in the expected

and determined vertical detector displacement we can provide two possible explanations. Firstly, cutting out the manipulator

affected the projections such that the minima exhibit a vertical shift. Secondly, the detector actually had a shift of about 200 µm

to 400 µm. This is the parameter of the CT system that is determined most uncertainly. By comparing the three minima of A2 to

A4, the shift of the detector can be determined on real data. In addition, the results are consistent with each other. Furthermore

A1, A2 and A5 show that the magnification factor has a significant influence on the evaluation. For A1, the brick is depicted the

largest and therefore noise has a greater influence on the feature calculation of the ∇HOG metric. As a result the correction

parameters determined on this data set yield the worst results.

5 Conclusion

We proposed a local calibration procedure based on a LEGO brick. With this an improvement of the geometric acquisition

parameters could be achieved on real data. Hereby the results were more accurate than presented in [3]. In future works we want

to create a two-step calibration procedure. For this purpose, a tower made of LEGO bricks with metal beads similar to [1] will

be designed and the geometric recording parameters will be determined using the algorithm described in [7]. In the second step,

the acquisition parameters shall be improved with the method described in this work.
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